One incident of grease is behind us; let's bury it and get busy with which have convinced themselves of their power and authority - community sees is the greasiness of the "leaders" of a few activities buries the work of hundreds under the grease of a few. That is not only the most regrettable, but the most insignificant. It activities which conduct their business quietly for the good of their every spring, this impeachment will only serve to hurt legitimate a serious problem for student activities faced with declining structure - them what has vote, and then what hasn't don't. ASA's activities are for the most part so substantive work of the Association of Student Activities - making sure that the student who has kept and those who haven't done - will go unchanged. ASA's activities are for the most part so routine and that they could be handled by junior-high school-students if MIT would just admit. The opportunities for a serious role in assessing what should be done with student activities and what role they should play are for the most part threatened by the organization's structure - them what has vote, and then what hasn't done.

But the public opinion effects of the impeachment, and of the long and detailed coverage given it by some media groups which apparently think it matters to someone besides themselves, represent a serious anomaly in our student activities faced with declining memberships and decreased interest. Like the UAP furor swept across every spring, this impeachment will only serve to hurt legitimate activities and to encourage our business stupidity for the good of their members and the community, while spotlighting the side of activities that don't.